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Direction (Q. 1-5) : In the following questions, a sentence

has been given with a blank in it. Fill in the blank with the

most suitable option.

1. The report was __________ since the information on which

it was based was erroneous, but it was brilliantly presented.

1) intelligent 2) wonderful 3) worthless 4) verbose

2. Displeased with the __________ of the novel, the writer

abandoned the idea of a film to be made on his writings.

1) adaptation 2) transfer 3) transfusion   4) resurgence

3. The patient put up with the pain __________, neither

wincing, nor whimpering when the surgeon made an incision

to drain the pus of his abscess.

1) surprisingly 2) miserably 3) logically 4) stoically

4. In relation to the interrelationships among a number of the

Indo-Pakistani stalwarts treated in this compilation there is

surely a certain amount of __________ in some of the essays

presented here.

1) overlap 2) indulgences 3) exaggerating4) objectivity

5. Being an advocate of consumer rights, Sharad has spent

much of his career trying to __________ the fraudulent

claims of the businessmen of his hometown Patna.

1) reprove 2) debunk 3) immortalize 4) import

Direction (Q. 6-10) : Each question below has two blanks

each blank indicating that something has been omitted.

Choose the set of words for each blank that best fits the

meaning of the sentence as a whole.



6. We.......... all your support for this cause and sincerely hope

our small efforts in creating change amongst the .......... of

the nation will go a long way in changing the face of the

nation.

1) solicit, underprivileged 2) dodge, privileged

3) approve, ruling 4) conceal, indulged

7. Whether she.......... and becomes a world leader on..........

away as just another country in the world, lies in the hands

of India's huge youth population.

1) retreat, brighten 2) recede, improve

3) thrive, recover 4) prospers, fades

8. Given that only seven percent of the country’s labour force

is in the organized sector, training options .......... for the

unorganized sectors should also be ..........

1) available, enhanced 2) absent, improved

3) lacking, sustained 4) existing, restricted

9. Government initiatives and participation of many industrial

houses in .......... loans to the villagers have led to the ..........

of the farmers.

1) providing, plight 2) disbursing, betterment

3) denying, revitalization 4) subsidizing, suffering

10. Indians will .......... one-fourth of total work force in the next

five years but India needs to introspect whether its education

system is .......... for these demographic dividends.

1) become, adequate 2) consist, incompetent

3) constitute, unequipped 4) comprise, prepared
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